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[1] Spacecraft potential measurements by the EFW electric field experiment on the Cluster satellites can be used to obtain plasma density estimates in regions barely accessible to other type of plasma experiments. Direct calibrations of the plasma density as a function of the measured potential difference between the spacecraft and the probes can be carried out in the solar wind, the magnetosheath, and the plasmasphere by the use of CIS ion density and WHISPER electron density measurements. The spacecraft photoelectron characteristic (photoelectrons escaping to the plasma in current balance with collected ambient electrons) can be calculated from knowledge of the electron current to the spacecraft based on plasma density and electron temperature data from the above mentioned experiments and can be extended to more positive spacecraft potentials by CIS ion and the PEACE electron experiments in the plasma sheet. This characteristic enables determination of the electron density as a function of spacecraft potential over the polar caps and in the lobes of the magnetosphere, regions where other experiments on Cluster have intrinsic limitations. Data from 2001 to 2006 reveal that the photoelectron characteristics of the Cluster spacecraft as well as the electric field probes vary with the solar cycle and solar activity. The consequences for plasma density measurements are addressed. Typical examples are presented to demonstrate the use of this technique in a polar cap/lobe plasma.


1. Introduction

[2] The four Cluster spacecraft, in operation from early 2001 in a high inclination orbit, have provided data over nearly half of the 11-year solar cycle. The orbits have perigees near 4.0 R_E and apogees near 19.7 R_E. Apogees are in the magnetotail from approximately beginning of July to end of October, and the high inclination orbit makes it possible to obtain data in the tenuous plasma of the lobes at large distances from the plasma sheet not reached on previous missions. Deriving plasma density estimates from spacecraft potential measurements in the magnetosphere is only possible when a spacecraft is equipped with sufficiently conductive surfaces. Another necessary condition is that the spacecraft carries an electric field experiment with probes deployed to large distances from the spacecraft and that the probes are electronically controlled to be close to their local plasma potential and thereby can serve as a potential reference. The technique relies on calibration by other experiments measuring plasma density and, once calibrated, provides easily accessible, high time resolution information.

[3] In the magnetosphere the spacecraft potential is determined by the current balance between escaping photoelectrons and collected ambient electrons. For plasma conditions to be considered in this paper, the maximum photoelectron current is larger than the electron current from the plasma. A current balance is in this case achieved by a positive spacecraft, where a fraction of the emitted photoelectrons at lower energies are attracted back to the positive spacecraft, and a fraction at higher energies will escape and balance the collected ambient electrons. Ion currents are in comparison much smaller and can in the
first instance be neglected. We will demonstrate that knowledge of the photoelectrons that escape from the spacecraft as a function of its potential (the spacecraft photoelectron characteristic) can be used for plasma density measurements. To estimate the photoelectron characteristic of a Cluster satellite, the following experiments on Cluster will be used for calibrations: Waves of High Frequency and Sounder for Probing of Electron Density by Relaxation (WHISPER). The experiment makes use of active sounding and monitoring of natural magnetoplasmoid waves in the 4–83 kHz range to evaluate the thermal electron density [Décréau et al., 1997]; Cluster Ion Spectrometer (CIS) measures the full three-dimensional ion distribution of the major ion species from thermal energies to 40 keV/e [Rème et al., 2001]. Ion densities and velocities are important data products; Plasma Electron and Current Experiment (PEACE) measures the three-dimensional velocity distribution of electrons in the 0.6–36 keV range [Johnstone et al., 1997]. Electron densities and temperatures are important data products; Electron Drift Instrument (EDI) measures the drift velocity of artificially injected ~1 keV electrons [Paschmann et al., 2001]. High current operations will move the Cluster spacecraft potential to more positive values in a tenuous plasma, and is used for calibrations; Active Spacecraft Potential Control (ASPOC). This experiment emits ~6 keV Indium ions to reduce the large positive potentials of Cluster in tenuous plasmas [Torkar et al., 2001]. Comparison of ASPOC and EFW data are used to check the electric characteristics of conductive surfaces on Cluster.

The electric field measurements on Cluster are described by Gustafsson et al. [1997] and Eriksson et al. [2006] and will not be discussed further in this paper. Here, we will concentrate on the determination of the spacecraft potential and relate it to plasma density in the magnetosphere. Several previous studies have dealt with the spacecraft potential technique and have used it for studies in the magnetosphere [e.g., Pedersen, 1995; Escoubet et al., 1997; Laakso and Pedersen, 1998; Pedersen et al., 1998; Nakagawa et al., 2000; Scudder et al., 2000; Pedersen et al., 2001; Laakso et al., 2002; Thébault et al., 2006]. This paper is a follow-on to Pedersen et al. [2001], where the early spacecraft potential measurements on Cluster were described and its use for fast four-point measurements near the magnetopause was demonstrated.

Electron densities from WHISPER and ion densities from CIS are in good agreement in the solar wind and the magnetosheath, and the connection between plasma density and the measured probe-spacecraft potential difference can be established. An analytic function, describing this connection, can be fitted to the data. Combination of this function with fast measurements of the spacecraft potential allows to get plasma density with a time resolution of 0.2 s, compared to 4 s for direct electron or ion density measurements. A different approach is necessary in a more tenuous plasma with a more positive spacecraft potential. Part of the ion population may not reach the spacecraft, while ambient electrons to the spacecraft may be swamped by spacecraft photoelectrons. Moreover, WHISPER electron density determination may be upset by added density from spacecraft photoelectrons. The main part of this paper will be devoted to develop the photoelectron characteristic for the spacecraft up to potentials of +(40–50) V observed over the polar caps and in the lobes and plasma sheet boundary layer. Only approximate knowledge of the mean electron energy is required to get an approximate relation between spacecraft potential and plasma density in these regions. A list of symbols used is presented here for easy access:

- \( A_p \), \( A_{php} \), \( I_{ep} \), \( I_{php} \) probe total area, area projected to the Sun, electron current from plasma to probe, photoelectrons escaping from a probe to the plasma near the probe bias current driving electrons from the spacecraft to the probes current of photoelectrons escaping from preamplifier box and guard fraction of \( I_{php} \) to the ambient plasma fraction of \( I_{php} \) to the ambient plasma current of ~6 keV Indium ions emitted by ASPOC total areas of spacecraft body and booms and their currents of electrons collected from the plasma electrons collected by the probes and their supports is negligible in comparison areas of spacecraft body and booms projected to the Sun and their currents of photoelectrons to the plasma total current of photoelectrons to the plasma from body, booms and probe systems Debye length electron density measured by EFW electron density measured by WHISPER electron density measured by PEACE electron density measured by CIS ion mean energy \( V_e \) probe potential \( V_p \) potential near probe \( V_s \) potential of the outer surfaces of the spacecraft \( V_{os} \) plasma potential at the position of the spacecraft \( V_r \) potential of electric reference point inside the spacecraft \( R_s \) resistance between the spacecraft inner structure and the outer surfaces at a potential \( V_s \) symbols for the four Cluster spacecraft

2. Potentials of Electric Field Probes and the Spacecraft

2.1. EFW Electric Field Experiment

Each Cluster spacecraft has an Electric Fields and Waves experiment (EFW) [Gustafsson et al., 1997; Pedersen
et al., 1998] with four spherical probes and preamplifiers located at the tips of four radial wire booms spinning with the spacecraft at 0.25 Hz. The two probe pairs have a baseline of 88 m tip-to-tip that allows for measuring two orthogonal electric field components in the spin plane. Electric field measurements require that the probes are controlled to be close to the local plasma potential near each probe. This makes it possible to use the probes as a potential reference for the spacecraft. The probe potential is determined by the current balance between escaping photoelectrons and collected electrons. The latter is composed of ambient electrons and a bias current ($I_b$) from a high impedance current source in the spacecraft. Figure 1 is a sketch of one of the Cluster electric field probe systems, which consists of an 8 cm diameter sphere extended on a 0.3 mm diameter 1.5 m long wire connected to a preamplifier at the tip of the wire boom. The outer 1.5 m of the braid of the wire boom is a guard controlled to be at a potential of minus 6 V relative to the probe in order to limit the influence of photoelectrons from the spacecraft boom tip on the spacecraft side of the guard. This tip is at the same positive potential as the spacecraft. In addition, the probe preamplifier housing is controlled to be at plus 1 V relative to the probe to limit photoelectrons from the preamplifier housing to come to the probe.

Figure 2 illustrates how a probe will achieve a potential ($V_p$) close to its local plasma potential ($V_{np}$). We will in the following explain that $V_{np}$ will increase when the spacecraft potential increases and will be positive relative to the ambient plasma potential ($V_0$) at some distance from the probes. All photoelectrons emitted from the surface of a probe will escape ($I_{php0}$) when ($V_p/V_{np}$) < 0. For positive values of ($V_p/V_{np}$), photoelectrons with energies below $e(V_p/V_{np})$ will be attracted back to the probe and only escaping photoelectrons will be in current balance with collected ambient electrons ($I_{ep}$) plus the bias current $I_b$.

Figure 2. Illustration of the current balance of a probe. (a) In a tenuous plasma, the current generated by the photoelectrons, escaping from the probe to the plasma ($I_{php}$), is balanced by the negative bias current ($I_b$) which is forced on to the probe from the spacecraft. (b) In a more dense plasma, an ambient electron current ($I_{ep}$) adds to the bias current so that $I_{php} = -(I_{ep} + I_b)$.

Ion currents are only a few percent of $I_{ep}$ except for extreme plasma flows in the solar wind or the plasma sheet. In the following we will assume that only electrons are involved in the current balance for spacecraft as well as probes. We will use the term electron current (opposite to the conventional...
direction). The probes are used as a potential reference for the spacecraft, and it is important to know \( I_{\text{bip}} \) in order to determine \( (V_p - V_{np}) \) for a given setting of \( I_b \). In a tenuous lobe plasma \( I_b \gg I_{np} \), and a current balance will be achieved between \( I_b \) and \( I_{\text{bip}} \) (Figure 2a). In a more dense plasma, such as in the magnetosheath or the solar wind, \( I_{np} \) may be comparable to \( I_b \), and the current balance in this case is between \( (I_b + I_{np}) \) and \( I_{\text{bip}} \), resulting in a reduction of \( (V_p - V_{np}) \) as illustrated in Figure 2b. The Debye length, \( \lambda_D \), in these regions is always much larger than the probe diameter, and \( I_{np} \) is a linear function of \( (V_p - V_{np}) \) as explained in section 2.3. \( I_{np} \) generated by a high impedance current source, does not vary with \( (V_p - V_{np}) \).

### 2.2. Spacecraft Potential

Cully et al. [2007] have carried out numerical calculation of the potential around Cluster, including booms and the probe systems. They found that the potential in the vicinity of the probes \( (V_{np}) \) is driven by the positive boom tips and is approximately 19% of the spacecraft potential \( V_0 \). When the Debye length \( \lambda_D \) is larger than the probe-boom tip separation of 3 m. A probe, controlled by \( I_b \) to be at 1 to 2 V relative to \( V_{np} \), will generate potentials of the order \( (V_p - V_{np}) \) as explained in section 2.3. \( I_{np} \), generated by a high impedance current source, does not vary with \( (V_p - V_{np}) \).

The PEACE experiment regularly observes accelerated cold electrons that can be photoelectrons returning to the spacecraft from the probes and/or cold ambient electrons [Szita et al., 2001]. Figure 4 shows samples of electron energies for a range of the measured parameter \( (V_s - V_p) \) when Cluster was in a tenuous plasma over the northern polar cap. The acceleration potential of PEACE electrons is in fair agreement with \( (V_s - V_{0s}) \) as a function of \( (V_s - V_p) \) given in equation (1) assuming that \( (V_p - V_{np}) \ll (V_s - V_p) \). Furthermore, we assume that \( (V_{np1} - V_{np1}) = (V_{np2} - V_{np2}) = 0.19 \) \( (V_s - V_{0s}) \). The spacecraft potential \( (V_s - V_{0s}) \) can then be written:

\[
(V_s - V_{0s}) = (V_s - V_p) + (V_p - V_{np}) + 0.19(V_s - V_{0s})
\]

\[
V_s - V_{0s} = (1 - 0.19)^{-1} [(V_s - V_p) + (V_p - V_{np})]
\]

The PEACE experiment regularly observes accelerated cold electrons that can be photoelectrons returning to the spacecraft from the probes and/or cold ambient electrons [Szita et al., 2001]. Figure 4 shows samples of electron energies for a range of the measured parameter \( (V_s - V_p) \) when Cluster was in a tenuous plasma over the northern polar cap. The acceleration potential of PEACE electrons is in fair agreement with \( (V_s - V_{0s}) \) as function of \( (V_s - V_p) \) given in equation (1) assuming that \( (V_p - V_{np}) \ll (V_s - V_p) \). Furthermore, we assume that \( (V_{np1} - V_{np1}) = (V_{np2} - V_{np2}) = 0.19 \) \( (V_s - V_{0s}) \). The spacecraft potential \( (V_s - V_{0s}) \) can then be written:

\[
(V_s - V_{0s}) = (V_s - V_p) + (V_p - V_{np}) + 0.19(V_s - V_{0s})
\]

\[
V_s - V_{0s} = (1 - 0.19)^{-1} [(V_s - V_p) + (V_p - V_{np})]
\]

The PEACE experiment regularly observes accelerated cold electrons that can be photoelectrons returning to the spacecraft from the probes and/or cold ambient electrons [Szita et al., 2001]. Figure 4 shows samples of electron energies for a range of the measured parameter \( (V_s - V_p) \) when Cluster was in a tenuous plasma over the northern polar cap. The acceleration potential of PEACE electrons is in fair agreement with \( (V_s - V_{0s}) \) as function of \( (V_s - V_p) \) given in equation (1) assuming that \( (V_p - V_{np}) \ll (V_s - V_p) \). Furthermore, we assume that \( (V_{np1} - V_{np1}) = (V_{np2} - V_{np2}) = 0.19 \) \( (V_s - V_{0s}) \). The spacecraft potential \( (V_s - V_{0s}) \) can then be written:

\[
(V_s - V_{0s}) = (V_s - V_p) + (V_p - V_{np}) + 0.19(V_s - V_{0s})
\]

\[
V_s - V_{0s} = (1 - 0.19)^{-1} [(V_s - V_p) + (V_p - V_{np})]
\]
2.3. Electric Field Probes as a Potential Reference

Figure 5 illustrates how the currents of photoelectrons, having high enough energy to escape from a probe, its preamplifier box and its guard, will be split into parts $f_p I_{php}$ and $f_a I_{pha}$ going to the plasma and the remaining parts $(1 - f_p) I_{php}$ and $(1 - f_a) I_{pha}$ being attracted back to the positive spacecraft boom and the spacecraft body. The parameters $f_p$ and $f_a$ will be reduced when the spacecraft goes more positive in a tenuous plasma and attracts more photoelectrons from the probe systems.

Debye lengths ($\lambda_D$) are considerably larger than the diameter of the spherical probes for plasma conditions discussed in this paper. The ambient electron current to a spherical probe is then given by the well known formulae for the collection of electrons to a spherical body [Mott-Smith and Langmuir, 1926]:

$$I_{ep} = I_{ep0} \left[ 1 + \frac{(V_s - V_p)}{C_0} \right]$$

where $I_{ep0} = C N_e V_e^{1/2} A_p$, $C = 2.68 \times 10^{-14}$ Am$^{-3}$ V$^{-1/2}$, $N_e$ is the electron density in m$^{-3}$, $V_e = kT/e$ in V, and $A_p$ is the probe total area in m$^2$.

A fixed bias current ($I_b$) to the probes add to $I_{ep}$. The probe potential, relative to its local plasma ($V_p$), is determined by the current balance between electrons to the probe and photoelectrons escaping from the probe to the local plasma. The current of photoelectrons from the probe to the local plasma surrounding the probes can therefore be written:

$$I_{php} = -(I_b + I_{php0})$$

In 2001 the maximum probe photoelectron current ($I_{php0}$) was estimated to be slightly above 300 nA from measurements in a dense solar wind plasma (see Appendix A for details). In a tenuous plasma where $I_e \ll I_b$, it was expected to determine $I_{php}$ from stepping $I_b$ till $I_{php0}$ was reached. However, $I_b$ stepping in 2001, when $(V_s - V_p)$ was very positive, resulted in $I_{php0} \approx 250$ nA. A likely explanation of this difference is that for a more positive spacecraft more probe photoelectrons will be attracted back to the spacecraft, and $I_{php0}$ is reached for $I_b < I_{php0}$.

Figure 4. Measurements by PEACE on 14 August 2001 showing low-energy returning photoelectrons and possibly cold ambient electrons accelerated to approximately 25% above the measured potential difference ($V_s - V_p$). (Equation (1) shows that the spacecraft potential is slightly more than 23% above ($V_s - V_p$) when the probes are 1–2 V above their local plasma.)

Figure 5. Illustration of the electrons collected by and leaving from the different parts of a Cluster electric field antenna. The current related to the ambient electrons collected by the probe ($I_{ep}$) and the bias current ($I_b$) from the spacecraft is symbolized by solid lines with arrows going to the probe. Currents related to photoelectrons escaping from the probe, the preamplifier box and the guard (dashed curves with arrows) are split into fractions that go to the plasma $[f_p I_{php} + f_a I_{pha}]$ and fractions $[(1 - f_p) I_{php} + (1 - f_a) I_{pha}]$ returning to the spacecraft.
Experiments to determine $I_{\text{php}}$ for 2006 are also presented in Appendix A and show that $I_{\text{php}}$ was reduced from near solar maximum in 2001 to near solar minimum in 2006. Brace et al. [1988] found that $I_{\text{php}}$ for a Langmuir probe on Pioneer Venus varied with the parallel measurements of Lyman alpha radiation on the Solar Mesospheric Explorer satellite. $I_{\text{php}}$ had a maximum near solar maximum and was reduced to approximately 65% of this value near solar minimum. There are no continuous measurements of Lyman alpha radiation from the full Sun during the Cluster mission. However, we have found that the reduction of $I_{\text{php}}$ from 2001 to 2006 agrees with the findings of Brace et al. [1988]. We will in the following be particularly interested in $(V_p/C_0 V_{n_p})$ in a tenuous plasma. Limits of $(V_p/C_0 V_{n_p})$ in this plasma for $I_b = 140$ nA is $(2.2 \pm 0.2) \text{ V}$ in 2001 and $(0.9 \pm 0.2) \text{ V}$ in 2006, as explained in Appendix A. This is still a satisfactory potential reference for the determination of the spacecraft photoelectron characteristic. $I_b = 140$ nA has been used as a fixed value from June 2001 till June 2006 when $I_b$ was changed to 100 nA in order to make sure that the probes would not be driven to negative potentials in the magnetosheath.

3. Spacecraft Photoelectron Characteristic

3.1. Current Balance Between Spacecraft Collected Electrons and Photoelectrons Escaping to the Plasma

[13] The spacecraft potential is determined by the balance between collected electrons and photoelectrons having high enough energy to escape to the plasma in the same way as described for the probes. This current balance can simply be written as follows:

$$I_{\text{phS}} = -I_S$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (4)

with $I_{\text{phS}}$ the spacecraft photoelectron characteristic for the complete spacecraft, including the two short radial magnetometer booms and the four electric field probe systems on long wire booms. $I_S$ is the ambient electron current collected by the spacecraft body and booms (see Figure 6). The electron collection by the probe systems is very small in comparison, and can be neglected in the estimate of $I_S$.

[15] Each Cluster spacecraft has a cylindrical shape of 3.0 m diameter and 0.95 m height, that amounts to an area, $A_s$, of approximately 23 m$^2$. The booms together have an area, $A_b$, of approximately 3 m$^2$. We will assume that for $\lambda$ larger than the cluster platform radius, a cluster spacecraft collects electrons like a sphere of 23 m$^2$ surface and that equation (2) can be rewritten for the spacecraft by replacing $A_p$ with $A_s$. It is more difficult to find a good approximation for the electron collection by the four long wire booms and the two shorter booms. We have chosen to estimate the electron collection of the booms by assuming that they are parts of infinitely long cylinders in plasma with $\lambda$ much larger than the cylinder diameter. Electron collection will in this case be a function of $[1 + (V_s - V_{in})/V_e]^{1/2}$ [Laframboise and Sonmor, 1993]. It is understood that end effects at the boom tips and near the spacecraft makes this a
poor approximation. However, in view of the smaller area of the boom, and the fact that we will consider situations where \((V_s - V_{0b})\) is comparable to \(V_e\), uncertainties in electron collection of the booms will result in much smaller uncertainties than those of electron density determinations to be described. We therefore can write as an acceptable approximation for \(I_{es}\):

\[
I_{es} = I_{es0} [1 + (V_s - V_{0b})/V_e] + I_{bo0} [1 + (V_s - V_{0b})/V_e]^{1/2},
\]

where \(I_{es0}\) is the random electron current to the spacecraft body and \(I_{bo0}\) is the random electron current to the booms.

[16] Less photoelectrons escape from the spacecraft to the plasma for a satellite in a tenuous plasma with \((V_s - V_{0b})\) positive and large. However, the probe systems are kept closer to \(V_{0b}\), and \((f_p I_{phb} + f_b I_{phs})\) will not be reduced to the same degree, and may for very positive spacecraft potentials be a significant source of photoelectrons to the plasma (see Figure 5 and Appendix B).

3.2. Calibrations With WHISPER

[17] Figure 7 is a plot of electron densities measured by WHISPER, \(N_e (\text{WHI})\), as a function of \((V_s - V_p)\) for selected times with stable solar wind conditions in the January–March time frame, every year from 2001 to 2006. The probe bias current, \(I_b\), was 170 nA for 2001 and 140 nA for the following years. There is a clear shift to smaller \((V_s - V_p)\) values from near solar maximum in 2001 to near solar minimum in 2006. This is very likely caused by reduced solar radiation near solar minimum as reported by Brace et al. [1988]. The shift of the curves to the left from 2001 to 2006 can be understood by the fact that \((V_e - V_{0b})\) will be reduced more than \((V_p - V_{np})\) because the probes, kept closer to the plasma potential by the bias current, will have a steeper current voltage gradient. This results in smaller values of \((V_s - V_p)\) in 2006.

[18] It is clear from Figure 7 that it does not make sense to develop general formulae to get \(N_e\) from measurements of \((V_s - V_p)\) in the solar wind, the magnetosheath and the plasmasphere. When high time resolution measurements of \(N_e\) are required in these regions, the \(N_e\) versus \((V_s - V_p)\) relation must be established for any particular time period. This analytic function can then be used for high time resolution information on \(N_e\) based on \((V_s - V_p)\) measurements with five samples per second. Such information is of particular interest to estimate density gradients and boundary velocities using simultaneous measurements of the four Cluster spacecraft.

[19] WHISPER and EFW solar wind data can be used to find \(I_{phs}\) up to spacecraft potentials of \(+ (10–15) \text{ V}\) and thereby lead on to the calibration with CIS and PEACE in the plasma sheet. Figure 8 shows \(I_{phs}\) derived from measurements in the solar wind of \(N_e\) versus \((V_s - V_{0a})\) performed from January to March 2001. Two examples of the shape of \(I_{es}\) for two densities \((N_e = 45 \text{ cm}^{-3}\) and \(N_e = 4 \text{ cm}^{-3}\)) with \(V_e\) in each case varying between 10 V and 20 V indicate that exact knowledge of the electron energy in the solar wind is not critical for determining \(I_{phs}\). The spacecraft photoelectron saturation current \(I_{phs0}\) \(\approx 280 \mu\text{A}\) for early 2001 based on extrapolation of the \(I_{phs}\) curve in Figure 8 to \((V_s - V_{0a}) = 0\). This provides a good starting point when we later will determine \(I_{phs}\) to higher values of \((V_s - V_{0a})\), described in section 3.6. Figure A1 in Appendix A shows that the probe photoelectron saturation current \(I_{phs0}\) was approximately 330 nA in 2001. For a projected sunlit area of the probe of 50 cm\(^2\), this corresponds to a photoelectron current density of 66 \(\mu\text{Am}^{-2}\). From equation (4) \((I_{phs} = -I_b)\) we find that the spacecraft, with a projected area to the Sun of approximately 4 m\(^2\), has a similar saturation photoelectron current density of approximately \(280/4 = 70 \mu\text{Am}^{-2}\). This agrees with the observation that the spacecraft and the probes, with \(I_b\) set...
to zero, come to nearly the same potential in a dense solar wind plasma (Appendix A), and indicates that the spacecraft current collection model for the spacecraft is a fair approximation.

3.3. Calibration With ASPOC

The ASPOC experiment emits \( ^{20}\text{C}_2\text{H}_6 \) keV Indium ions during planned periods in order to bring a very positive spacecraft in a tenuous plasma to a smaller positive potential and thereby support particle experiment performance. \( \text{I}_{\text{phS}} \) can in this case be neglected compared to the ASPOC ion current (\( \text{I}_{\text{ASPOC}} \)), and we expect that in this case \( \text{I}_{\text{phS}} = \text{I}_{\text{ASPOC}} \). Figure 8 shows \( \text{I}_{\text{phS}} \) values derived from \( \text{I}_{\text{ASPOC}} \) stepped between 10 \( \mu\text{A} \) and 25 \( \mu\text{A} \) in a tenuous plasma where one spacecraft with no ASPOC operation was at approximately +40 V. The \( \text{I}_{\text{phS}}(\text{ASPOC}) \) versus (\( V_s - V_{0s} \)) curve, based on data from December 2000, differs from the \( \text{I}_{\text{phS}} \) curve based on WHISPER data in the solar wind in early 2001. The solar cells on Cluster have a coating designed and tested to have sufficient surface conductivity to keep all surfaces within one volt. This is important to avoid that sunlit surfaces with photoelectron emission, and shadowed surfaces, will differ in potential. Bonding strips between many points on the surface and the inner structure at a potential \( V_s \) form multiple highly conductive paths. However, most of the surface will have a resistance to all bonding strips resulting in a resistance, \( R_s \), between the outer surfaces at a potential \( V_s \) and \( V_r \). During ASPOC operation \( \text{I}_{\text{ASPOC}} \) will generate a potential drop, \( \text{I}_{\text{ASPOC}} R_s \), directed from \( V_s \) to \( V_r \). The measured value of \( V_s \) is therefore \( \text{I}_{\text{ASPOC}} R_s \) smaller than the true value of \( V_s \). By comparing the curves of \( \text{I}_{\text{phS}} \) (from equation (3)) and \( \text{I}_{\text{phS}}(\text{ASPOC}) \) it appears that the latter is shifted by a fraction of a volt to smaller (\( V_s - V_{0s} \)) values when \( \text{I}_{\text{ASPOC}} \) is increased from 10 \( \mu\text{A} \) to 25 \( \mu\text{A} \). This corresponds to a value of \( R_s \) in the range (10–30) k\( \Omega \), in agreement with work by Torkar et al. [2005]. They found that \( R_s \) is approximately 20 k\( \Omega \). With this information it is possible to find the true value of \( V_s \) during ASPOC operations by applying the \( \text{I}_{\text{ASPOC}} R_s \) correction.

3.4. Calibrations With CIS and PEACE in the Plasma Sheet

Plasma sheet electrons have energies near or above 1 keV and experience a negligible additional acceleration for spacecraft potentials reaching maximum values of +30–40 V in the plasma sheet. \( \text{I}_{\text{phS}} \), in balance with \( \text{I}_{\text{ASPOC}} \), can therefore be determined from equation (5) if we...
know $N_e$ and $V_e$ and $(V_0 - V_{0s})$. We have chosen to use $N_e$ (CIS) = $N_e$ and $V_e$ (PEACE) for determination of $I_{phS} = -I_{ES}$. Figure 9 shows $I_{ES} \sim |N_e, V_e|$ as a function of $(V_s - V_p)$ for selected periods in August–October 2001 and 2004 and demonstrates that there is a marked reduction of $I_{phS}$ from near solar maximum toward solar minimum. This reduction is more pronounced than that of the Lyman alpha radiation reported by Brace et al. [1988]. $I_{phS}$ in the plasma sheet is determined by EUV radiation and soft X rays which are strongly reduced toward solar minimum. Radiation from this part of the solar spectrum is necessary for production of photoelectrons of high enough energy to escape to the plasma from the positive spacecraft in the plasma sheet. There are increases of $I_{phS}$ above the average values for some periods with high solar activity. This makes it necessary to be aware that, in addition to the yearly variations, possible variations are present due to solar activity on day or shorter timescales.

3.5. Calibrations With EDI

[22] The EDI experiment normally operates with electron currents from two guns, each emitting 40 nA of 1–2 keV electrons. This has negligible influence on the spacecraft potential in practically all regions of the Cluster orbit. In some planned periods the gun current per gun ($I_{EDI}$) is increased to levels up to 300 nA. The spacecraft will then be driven more positive resulting in a reduction of $I_{phS}$ and an increase of $I_{ES}$. This can be used to get information about $I_{phS}$ at very large spacecraft potentials. It is not possible to look for EDI high current on/off because the EDI electron current is changed gradually. However, EDI is not operating on SC4 and has been used as a reference for the other spacecraft operated with a high $I_{EDI}$. An opportunity to get good measurements occurred in the autumn of 2003 when the Cluster tetrahedron was small and all spacecraft were in very similar plasma conditions in the lobe and plasma sheet boundary layer. Repeated observations showed that when $(V_s - V_{po})$ was close to 40 V on SC4, other spacecraft with high $I_{EDI}$ experienced spacecraft to probe potential differences equal to or greater than 70 V. This corresponds to $(V_s - V_{po})$ reaching values above 80 V.

Figure 9. Photoelectron characteristic for the complete spacecraft ($I_{phS}$) for selected periods in August–October 2001 and 2004 as a function of $(V_s - V_p)$ based on measurements of $N_e$ (CIS) and mean electron energy $eV_e$ (PEACE) in the plasma sheet. Note that $I_{phS} = -I_{ES}$ (see equation (4)).

Figure 10. Calculation of $I_{phS}$ limits between $(V_s - V_{po}) = 42$ V and 87 V based on EDI high electron current (250 nA) operation on SC3 and no EDI operation on SC4 18. July 2003, 2100–2200 UT. The small separation between spacecraft in 2003 made it possible to use differences in potential for SC3 and SC4 to find these limits of $I_{phS}$. 
Three different time periods with tenuous plasma in the lobes were selected when \( (V_s - V_{0s}) \) of SC4 with \( I_{EDI} = 0 \) had values of respectively 42 V, 47 V and 56 V. SC3, operated with \( I_{EDI} = 0.25 \mu A \) in the same time periods, observed \( (V_s - V_{0s}) \) values of 46 V, 56 V, and 87 V. The current balance on SC4 is \( I_{phS} = -I_{cS} \) and the current balance on SC3 is \( I_{phS} + I_{EDI} = -I_{cS} \). This makes it possible to find limits for \( I_{phS} \) as a function of \( (V_s - V_{0s}) \) in the (42–87) V range. Figure 10 shows calculations of \( I_{phS} \) for two different starting values for \( I_{phS} \) on SC4 at 42 V. \( I_{CS} \) increase over the (42–87) V depends on \( V_e \) and a value \( V_e = 50 \) V, which is close to the expected value in a very tenuous lobe plasma (see Figure 16), has been chosen for these calculations. The lower limits of \( I_{phS} \) near 40 V, from CIS/PEACE measurements in the plasma sheet, are traced in Figure 10. The upper \( I_{phS} \) curve, based on EDI operation, is an approximate continuation of the plasma sheet data. A starting value of \( I_{phS} \) at \( (V_s - V_{0s}) = \)
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**Figure 11.** \( I_{phS} \) as a function of \( (V_s - V_{0s}) \) for quiet to moderately active solar conditions in August–October 2001 and 2004. Examples of the current balance between \( I_{phS} \) and \( I_{cS} \) are given for different plasmas marked as \((N_e \text{ in cm}^{-3}, V_e)\).

![Image of Figure 12](image2.png)

**Figure 12.** Monthly values of the 10.7 cm solar radiation for the years 2001–2006.
42 V below the lowest of the two calculated curves will result in $I_{phS}$ coming to zero for $(V_s/V_0)$ less than 87 V, which is in contradiction with observations. On the basis of EDI operation, and assuming $V_e = 50$ V, $I_{phS}$ is therefore estimated to be between the two curves in Figure 10.

### 3.6. Photoelectron Characteristic, $I_{phS}$, for Spacecraft Potentials up to ~80 V and Its Variation With Solar Radiation

[24] Minimum values of $I_{phS}$ for 2001 and 2004, based on calibrations in the solar wind, the plasma sheet and for EDI operations in a lobe plasma, are presented in Figure 11. The values based on EFW and WHISPER in the solar wind serve the purpose of leading on to $I_{phS}$ at higher potentials. Using the EFW-CIS-PEACE calibration in the plasma sheet, the minimum $I_{phS}$ values are traced for 2001 and 2004. $I_{phS}$ may increase above these traces for days with high EUV radiation. The EFW-EDI calibration gives the limits of $I_{phS}$ for spacecraft potentials between +42 V and +87 V for a favorable calibration situation in 2003. Lacking continuous EUV and X-ray radiation levels we use the 10.7 cm solar radiation as an indicator of solar activity. Figure 12 shows the monthly average of the 10.7 cm radiation for all calibration periods and also shows that the solar radiation level for the EFW-EDI calibration in 2003 was not much higher than that for 2004.


[25] We assume that plasma over the polar caps and in the lobes will have electrons in the (10–100) eV energy range. Furthermore we will use equation (5) to find $I_{SS}$ as a function of $(V_s - V_{th})$ for typical polar cap and lobe densities and the following mean electron energies: 10 eV, 50 eV, and 100 eV. Some examples of $I_{SS}$ curves and their crossing of the $I_{phS}$ curves for 2001 and 2004 are given in Figure 11. These crossings can be used to find $N_e$ as a function of $(V_s - V_{th})$. With knowledge of the $(V_p - V_{np})$, being $(2.2 \pm 0.2)$ V in 2001 and $(0.9 \pm 0.2)$ V in 2004, and using equation (1), $N_e(EFW)$ as a function of the measured parameter $(V_s - V_p)$ can be established. The result is presented in Figure 13. There are relatively small differences in the crossings of $I_{SS}$ and $I_{phS}$ for different electron energies in the range 10–100 eV. The following equations give approximate values of $N_e$ assuming that the electron energy is in this range. The equations should be used for $(V_s - V_p)$ above approximately 10 V.

2001: $N_e(EFW) = 10 \exp \left(-\frac{(V_s - V_{th})}{7.4 V} \right) + 0.05 \exp \left(-\frac{(V_s - V_{th})}{30 V} \right)$ \(\text{cm}^{-3}\)

(6)

2004: $N_e(EFW) = 3 \exp \left(-\frac{(V_s - V_{th})}{8.8 V} \right) + 0.05 \exp \left(-\frac{(V_s - V_{th})}{30 V} \right)$ \(\text{cm}^{-3}\)

(7)

The above determination of $N_e$ probably have error bars of ±(10–20)%., mostly due to the imprecise knowledge of solar radiation. For $(V_s - V_p)$ above 40 V, only the order of magnitude of $N_e$ can be determined. Therefore it must be permitted to make preliminary relations like the ones above.
for 2002 and 2003 by rough assessments of the solar EUV and X-ray levels from the 10.7 cm radiation and make the interpolation for these years:

\[
N_e(\text{EFW}) = \begin{cases} 
6 \exp \left( \frac{(V_s - V_p)/8.17}{V_s} \right) \\
+ 0.05 \exp \left( \frac{(V_s - V_p)/30}{V_s} \right) 
\end{cases} \text{ cm}^{-3} \tag{8}
\]

\[
2003 : N_e(\text{EFW}) = \begin{cases} 
4 \exp \left( \frac{(V_s - V_p)/8.6}{V_s} \right) \\
+ 0.05 \exp \left( \frac{(V_s - V_p)/30}{V_s} \right) 
\end{cases} \text{ cm}^{-3} \tag{9}
\]

It is important to emphasize that the above equations are approximations of the \(N_e(\text{EFW})\) values and are valid for low solar EUV and X-ray radiation. Figure 9 shows the variations of \(I_{\text{phS}}\), that will occur from day to day and also on smaller timescales. High values of \(I_{\text{phS}}\) can result in \(N_e(\text{EFW})\) being underestimated by 50 to 100%.

### 5. Examples of the Use of the Spacecraft Potential Technique

[26] It has become customary to plot the negative of the spacecraft to probe potential difference, \((V_p - V_s)\), for presentations and publications. This is because an increase in electron density results in an upwards trend in \((V_p - V_s)\). In descriptions and discussions to follow this way of presenting the spacecraft potential will be used.
5.1. Lobe-Boundary Layer-Plasma Sheet Transition in 2001

[27] Figure 14 shows a compression followed by an expansion of the northern plasma sheet boundary. It was observed on all four Cluster spacecraft but was more pronounced on SC3 which was closest to the neutral sheet. SC3 was in a very tenuous plasma between \( t = 1538 \) UT and \( t = 1604 \) UT. The electron and ion temperatures in Figure 14c indicate a plasma sheet population with lower than average energies. Figure 14b shows that \( N_e \) (EFW), \( N_i \) (CIS), and \( N_e \) (PEACE) are in good agreement. It also demonstrates that \( N_e \) (EFW), using equation (6), also holds for electron energies slightly above 100 eV. At \( t = 1604 \) UT SC3 entered a plasma with electron and ion energies below 100 eV, and the measured ion densities were too low due to rejection of low energy ions. \( N_e \) (PEACE) is in agreement with \( N_e \) (EFW) for part of this interval. SC3 entered the plasma sheet at \( t = 1625 \) UT. \( N_i \) (CIS, HIA) (blue) is lower than \( N_e \) (EFW) and \( N_e \) (WHI).

[28] A velocity of the order 100 km\(^{-1}\) toward the plasma sheet was observed in the 1604–1625 UT interval. Studies of electric fields observed in this interval will not be pursued in this paper, but they deserve detailed studies in the future. The question of ion ram current influence on the spacecraft current balance must be clarified. A rough
estimate of the ion ram current can be made if we assume that the Cluster spacecraft has an approximate ion ram area of 10 m$^2$. The ratio between ion and electron currents to the spacecraft for $V_{e} = 100$ V (Figure 14), and an ion ram velocity of 100 km s$^{-1}$, is $\sim 2\%$. For higher ion ram velocities, the contribution of ram ions to the spacecraft current balance will increase and must be judged on the background of the rather large uncertainty in the determination of $N_e$.(EFW).

5.2. A Cusp-Northern Polar Cap Passage in 2001

On 6 August 2001 Cluster passed from the poleward edge of the northern cusp into the polar cap. Figure 15a presents $(V_p - V_s)$ of SC1 for this passage. PEACE measured mean electron energies between 30 eV and 50 eV for the whole passage. $N_e$(WHI) provides the best possible reference up to 2120 UT, and the agreement between $N_e$(WHI), $N_e$(EFW) and $N_e$(PEACE), in Figure 15b, is near to perfect in the interval 2108–2120 UT. At the start of data in Figure 15, $N_e$(CIS), $N_e$(WHI), and $N_e$(PEACE) are in perfect agreement whereas $N_e$(EFW) shows an overestimate which indicates that the spacecraft potential technique, as presented in this paper, has limitations for spacecraft potentials below (10–15) V. For more negative values of $(V_p - V_s)$ after $\sim 2100$ UT, $N_e$(CIS) from the HIA

Figure 16. Measurements in the outer lobe. (a) The probe-spacecraft potential difference $(V_p - V_s)$; (b) $N_e$(EFW) and $N_e$(PEACE) from prime parameters; (c) $T_e$(PEACE) from prime parameters.
instrument, presented in Figure 15b, is a factor 2–3 below the densities obtained by EFW and PEACE.

5.3. A Southern Lobe Passage Far From the Neutral Sheet in 2004

Figure 16 shows data from EFW and PEACE on SC1 from 13 August 2004 when Cluster was at high latitudes in the southern lobe. Figure 16a shows a decrease of the spacecraft potential near 1950 UT, translated into an electron density increase from 0.05 cm\(^{-3}\) to 0.3 cm\(^{-3}\). \(T_e(PEACE)\) is \(\sim\)60 eV before and \(\sim\)70 eV after the density increase. \(T_e(PEACE)\) increase to just above 100 eV near the density increase. \(N_e(PEACE)\) is in agreement with \(N_e(EFW)\) before and after the density increase. However, \(N_e(PEACE)\) does not follow the \(N_e(EFW)\) maximum. This indicates that the main part of the electrons probably had

---

**Figure 17.** (a) Spacecraft to probe potential measured on Cluster 1 by EFW from 0930 UT to 1000 UT on 12 July 2002. (b) Solid red line shows electron density derived from the probe to spacecraft potential displayed in the top panel using equation (8); solid green line shows electron densities derived from WHISPER soundings; black dots show electron density moments estimated by PEACE. (c) Solid black line shows electron temperature estimated by PEACE (prime parameters), and black dots show PEACE temperatures from moment calculations.
low energy and therefore difficult to separate from emitted photoelectrons attracted back to the spacecraft. CIS ion measurements were at noise levels well below $10^{-2}$ cm$^{-2}$, and ions must have had energies below 20 eV.

[31] The magnetic conjugation at this time was in the southern polar cap, poleward of the cusp. An enhancement of $N_e$(EFW) was observed on all Cluster spacecraft, and 3–4 min earlier on SC1 than on the other spacecraft. At this high altitude it is unlikely that this is an expansion of the plasma sheet. A more likely explanation is that a flux tube with higher plasma density, probably originating from the mantle, crossed the Cluster tetrahedron.

5.4. A Lobe to Plasma Sheet Passage in 2002

[32] A relatively high plasma density during a passage from the lobe to the plasma sheet allowed for electron plasma density estimates from WHISPER soundings. Good agreement is found between density estimates based on equation (7), WHISPER and PEACE from $\sim$0930 UT until $\sim$0944 UT (see Figure 17b). During this time period the electron temperature does not exceed a few hundreds eV (see Figure 17c). After 0944 UT, the electron temperature increases from a few hundreds eV to 1 keV. This is outside the electron temperature range of applicability for equation (7). In this case, electron density values derived from EFW overestimate the true electron density measured by both PEACE and WHISPER, which agree.

6. Summary

[33] The potential of the Cluster spacecraft is determined by the current balance between the fraction of the photoelectrons with sufficient energy to escape to the plasma ($I_{p\phi S}$), and collected ambient electrons ($I_{ES}$) that depends on electron density and energy. Ion currents can be a few percent of electron currents in the very fast solar wind and in fast plasma flows in the magnetotail during substorms. In view of the limited accuracy of the method for determination of electron density by EFW, ion currents are not included. Electric field probes are given a negative bias current in order to keep them at 1–2 V relative to their local plasma. This is necessary for electric field measurements and also provides a potential reference for the spacecraft. The technique described in this study is based on calibrations where the plasma density and electron mean energy ($eV_e$) is provided by the relaxation sounder experiment (WHISPER) and the particle experiments (CIS and PEACE). This makes it possible to use spacecraft potential measurements to obtain electron density ($N_e$) with a relatively high time resolution (0.2 s). This can give information about the fine structure, orientation, and velocity of boundaries, for example at the magnetopause, when using the simultaneous measurements of the four Cluster spacecraft.

[34] For the same electron flux measured in 2001 and in 2006, the spacecraft potential was reduced from 2001 to 2006 due to the reduced solar radiation from near solar maximum to near solar minimum. The electric field probes, used as a potential reference, also shifted relative to their local plasma from $(2.2 \pm 0.2)$ V in 2001 to $(0.9 \pm 0.2)$ V in 2004. The spacecraft photoelectron current to the plasma ($I_{p\phi S}$), for a very positive spacecraft, is determined by EUV and soft X rays. The probes, biased to be kept at a lower potential, are mainly emitting photoelectrons generated by Lyman alpha radiation. The variation of solar radiation makes it necessary to calibrate the spacecraft potential technique on a yearly basis.

[35] Numerical calculations of the potential distribution around Cluster [Cully et al., 2007] have demonstrated that the potential near the probes is approximately 19% of the spacecraft potential. This has been taken into account when using the measured potential difference between the spacecraft and the probes ($V_s - V_p$) to calculate the real spacecraft potential ($V_s - V_{0s}$). This will be of interest for particle experimenters, for example when ($V_s - V_p$) is measured at 40 V, ($V_s - V_{0s}$) is approximately equal to 50 V.

[36] The main aim of this study is to determine the electron density, $N_e$(EFW), based on spacecraft potential measurements in a very tenuous plasma where particle experiments will experience difficulties. The approach is to determine $I_{p\phi S}$ from the current balance between $I_{p\phi S}$ and the collected electron current, $I_{ES}$, in the plasma sheet. $I_{ES}$ in this case determined by high-energy electrons with a negligible acceleration in the potential around the spacecraft. EDI has been used to estimate $I_{p\phi S}$ for very large spacecraft potentials. Once $I_{p\phi S}$ is estimated, $N_e$(EFW) can be derived from the $I_{ES}$ values that balance $I_{p\phi S}$ in the lobes where electron energy is comparable to $e(V_s - V_{0s})$. $N_e$(EFW) versus ($V_s - V_{0s}$) relations can then be calculated for selected values of the electron mean energy ($eV_e$). We find that these relations are very similar when $eV_e$ is in an expected range (10–100) eV in the lobes. However, the variation from year to year is greater than the variation between an electron temperature at 10 eV or 100 eV. Variation of the potential near the probes of a few percent above or below the quoted 19% of the spacecraft potential, has only a minor influence on $N_e$(EFW). For practical reasons $N_e$(EFW) versus $(V_s - V_{0s})$ has been translated to $N_e$(EFW) versus $(V_s - V_p)$, where the latter is directly measured on Cluster. Equations for $N_e$(EFW) are given for 2001 and 2004 based on calibrations with CIS and PEACE in the plasma sheet. Preliminary equations for $N_e$(EFW) have been added for 2002 and 2003 based on assessments of solar radiation data.

[37] Plasma densities derived from spacecraft potential measurements in the lobes show that ion experiments often underestimate the ion density because only ions of energies above $e(V_s - V_{0s})$ can be measured. Equations (6) – (9) give minimum values of $N_e$(EFW) for minimum values of $I_{p\phi S}$. Higher $I_{p\phi S}$ values, caused by higher EUV and soft X-ray radiation will lead to 50–100% higher $N_e$(EFW) values than estimated from these equations. Figure 9 indicates that $I_{p\phi S}$ may vary on very short as well as daily timescales.

[38] The method described in this paper can possibly be extended for use on Cluster spacecraft with the ASPOC ion emitter operating or the EDI electron drift instrument operating in high current mode but would require a reanalysis along the lines given in this paper leading at least to different numerical values.

Appendix A

[39] An opportunity to check the value of the maximum photoelectron emission from the probes ($I_{p\phi S}$) occurred in a
dense solar wind plasma crossing 19 March 2001, 1810–1814 UT. WHISPER measured an electron density of $45 \text{ cm}^{-3}$. $I_b$ was set at 220 nA on one probe pair on SC1, and for this probe pair $(V_s/V_p)$ was 2.8 V. PEACE measured a mean electron energy of 15 eV. From equation (2) we get $I_{ep0} = 93$ nA, and we can consequently conclude that $I_{php0} > I_b + I_{ep0} = 313$ nA. This is close to the value of $I_{php0}$ obtained for the same type of probe on ISEE-1 and Polar at times when these spacecraft were close to solar maximum. We can therefore conclude that $(V_p - V_{np})_1 = (2.2 \pm 0.2)$ V. For $I_b = 0$ and $I_{ep} = I_{ep}(45, 15), (V_p - V_{np})_2 \approx 2.7$ V which is close to the measured value of $(V_s - V_p)$.

Figure A1. $I_{php}$ as a function of $(V_p - V_{np})$ for a high density case in the solar wind in 2001. $I_b + I_{ep}(45, 15)$ is above 300 nA, and $I_{php0}$ must at least have this value. The bracket (45, 15) stands for $N_e = 45 \text{ cm}^{-3}$ and $V_e = 15$ V. Curve a is an $I_{php}$ curve with $e$-folding energy of photoelectrons of 1.5 eV. Curve b is an extension of curve a based on $I_b$ variations in a tenuous plasma. For $I_b = 140$ nA and $I_e \ll I_b, (V_p - V_{np})_1 = (2.2 \pm 0.2)$ V. For $I_b = 0$ and $I_{ep} = I_{ep}(45, 15), (V_p - V_{np})_2 \approx 2.7$ V which is close to the measured value of $(V_p - V_s)$.

Figure A2 shows the $I_{php}$ curve for 2006, and $(V_p - V_{np})_1$ in a tenuous plasma results in $(V_p - V_{np})_2 = (2.2 \pm 0.2)$ V. For a plasma with $N_e = 45 \text{ cm}^{-3}$ and $V_e = 15$ V, marked (45, 15) in Figure A1, and $I_b = 0$, a potential $(V_p - V_{np})_2$ of approximately 2.5 V will be achieved. This is close to the observed value of $(V_s - V_p) = 2.8$ V and demonstrates that an unbiased probe and the spacecraft comes to similar potentials in this plasma ($\lambda_D \approx 4$ m).

A similar determination of $I_{php0}$ has been carried out for a dense plasma in the solar wind crossing on 5 April 2006 with $N_e(WHI) = 51 \text{ cm}^{-3}$. No electron temperature data is available for this day. It is assumed that the solar wind electron energy was in the range (10–20) eV. $I_{php0}$ was consequently estimated to be in the range 230–260 nA or possibly slightly higher.
I_b = 140 nA to be (0.9 ± 0.2) V. (V_p/C_0/V_{np})^2 is more uncertain because of missing electron temperature information. However, values of 0.9 to 1.4 V can be compared to the measured value (V_s/C_0/V_p) = 1.6 V. The difference can be due to reduced electron collection to the spacecraft for a more dense plasma and/or slightly different photoelectron emission properties of probes and spacecraft.

Appendix B

The ambient electron current to the spacecraft body and booms (I_{es}) will always be much larger than the ambient electrons collected by the much smaller probe systems. However, the situation is different for the photoelectrons. The emission to the plasma from the spacecraft body and booms will drop with an increasing spacecraft potential. The probes, the preamp boxes, and the guards are controlled to be close to their local plasma potential and will to a certain degree maintain their current of photoelectrons escaping to the plasma. For very large spacecraft potentials, this current may be comparable to I_{phs}, the current of escaping photoelectrons from the spacecraft body and booms to the plasma. The total photoelectron current from the spacecraft and the four electric field antennas can be written:

\[ I_{phs} = I_{phs} + 4(f_p I_{php} + f_s I_{phs}) \]  

(B1)

The spacecraft photoelectron characteristic for the complete spacecraft, including the four probe systems, is then I_{phs} as a function of (V_s - V_{ab}).
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